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Today’s attackers are getting smarter, attacks are stealthier than ever and the time to catch attackers before they do damage is shrinking dramatically, according to Verizon’s Data Breach Investigations Report.1

Log management, event monitoring, and security information and event management (SIEM) platforms have helped thwart attacks in the past, but those tools are struggling to meet the loads produced by modern data centers and the need for quick response to advanced and persistent attacks.

SIEM platforms and similar tools are meant to help aggregate security and other data, correlate events and monitor activity within their environments. The next generation of security event management and monitoring tools is focused on analytics and very large data sets. The idea is that, by incorporating more data into their analysis, security teams can perform more predictive analysis for baseline development, as well as correlate increasingly diverse information that could potentially help discover needles in the haystack.

What most publications today fail to report is the impact these analytics may have on performance. With so many sources and varieties of information to collect, aggregate and sort through, a SIEM system’s scalability must be assessed from multiple perspectives.

Until now, many teams have assessed their SIEM tool’s capability to scale with a single metric—maximum collection rates based on events collected per second. Instead, they need to measure the volume, velocity and variety of data processed for real-time analysis, alerts and queries.

In this review of LogRhythm’s real-time analytics capabilities, we evaluated its capacity for analyzing large quantities of data at high speed, emulating real-world environments and simulating several scenarios and use cases. We found LogRhythm was able to support large log volumes through a variety of processes and techniques that parallelize collection and processing, perform holistic real-time analysis and minimize search times while maximizing log storage capacity, thereby facilitating analysts’ efficient review of past events.

---

For our review, we explored a security analytics testbed in a virtual environment provided by LogRhythm that was designed to validate specific performance metrics under very heavy load.

**Components**

LogRhythm’s architecture includes components for log collection, processing and persistence, real-time analytics and management. LogRhythm also offers optional agents that can collect log data from applications, independently generate host forensic details and perform file-integrity monitoring and other host-monitoring functions. The testbed was designed to stress the scale of agent deployment and log collection, using physical appliances to simulate a scalable analytics deployment and design that would support a large environment with large quantities of data to collect and analyze. The product deployment consisted of the following:

- **7 Log Manager appliances**—These aggregate log data, providing distributed and redundant log collection and management. Log Managers are horizontally scalable and include failover features.

- **2 Advanced Intelligence (AI) Engine appliances**—These provide sophisticated real-time correlation and analysis of all enterprise log data, covering logs, metadata, stored forensic data and other data types.

- **5,000 System Monitor agents**—These optional agents supplied logs and system event information to the centralized data collection platform. LogRhythm does not require the use of agents for collection, but many enterprise customers choose to utilize additional agent-based capabilities such as encryption, compression and the ability to spool data in the event of a network outage. We deployed 5,000 agents in our testbed as a demonstration of scalability for deployments where such additional capabilities are desired. Our testbed used the agents for Linux systems; agents for AIX, HP-UX, Solaris and Windows are also available.

- **1 Event Manager appliance**—This provides centralized event and alarm management and administration.

Because several messages can be associated with a single event, LogRhythm avoids the traditional SIEM performance metric of events per second, preferring messages per second (mps). This distinguishes the raw, text-based messages received by the system from events or activities recognized by it.
The environment was configured with the following parameters and capacity considerations:

- 100,000 mps aggregate collection load
- 8.6 billion messages per day passing through the LogRhythm system
- 120,000 lab-generated unique log sources
- 1 log source, generating 20,000 mps
- 5,000 system monitor agents (with a capacity of 35,000 agents)
- 100 percent of data processed within the distributed architecture
- 100 percent of data analyzed in real-time by the AI Engines; no data was queued
- 100 percent of data available, persistent and archived
- 100 percent of data searchable

Although our testbed could handle up to 35,000 log agents, using this many was time-prohibitive for this review, so we deployed 5,000. These sent their messages to a single Log Manager appliance, demonstrating the capacity and availability of the architecture overall. (The other six Log Managers were included to showcase LogRhythm’s distributed processing capabilities, as discussed under “Processing.”) A syslog generator was also in place, as was a data generator that logged to a distinct flat file.

Figure 1 illustrates how the components of the testbed interacted and exchanged data.
When evaluating use under load, the evaluation environment included several “Knowledge Base Modules,” which are bundles of alerts, reports, rules and other content that provide expert interpretations of events and other data. Some areas these modules cover include:

- Automating PCI compliance
- Monitoring privileged users
- Detecting advanced persistent threats

In addition, we assessed a number of specific use cases, which are covered in more depth in the next section. These included machine analytics capabilities—which assessed unauthorized authentication activity and insider threat cases—security event search functions that delved into privileged user activity, permission provisioning activity and PCI compliance events, and, finally, archive recovery and data integrity for the data set overall.
In a recent Network World blog post, Jon Oltsik described three key things that security analytics platforms should provide:

- A complete picture of network behavior, which is critical for both understanding context and detecting anomalies
- Access to multiple sources of “security intelligence”; this can help add context to events and behavioral trends
- An understanding of “network state”—systems connected, configuration details, status changes and more

The LogRhythm architecture model addresses five distinct aspects that are essential to a “big data” evaluation of event and log information:

- Collection
- Processing
- Persistence
- Machine analytics
- Search

Our review examined the LogRhythm model’s approach to each of these, as well as several use cases in each category.

**Collection**

The collection of event data is likely the most commonly measured aspect of event management platforms (and, by extension, security analytics systems). This is key to business and security teams alike, as poor performance of aggregation and central collection functions can degrade systems, applications and even network links.

The following attributes are important to consider when evaluating event collection:

- **Volume of data.** LogRhythm provides a horizontally scaled collection layer that enables the distribution of data collection and supports tens of thousands of data sources remotely or with agents. To validate this during the performance review, we observed the system collecting an aggregate of 100,000 mps, and that the system could scale and handle at least 5,000 concurrent agent connections on one Log Manager.

- **Velocity of data.** A single Log Manager appliance can sustain an average rate of 15,000–20,000 mps during collection. We confirmed that each Log Manager was receiving on average 15,000 mps, and our testbed included a high-volume log source producing 20,000 mps.

---

2 www.networkworld.com/community/blog/big-data-security-analytics-trifecta
• **Variety of sources and data types.** LogRhythm can collect any message-based data from any source, through a variety of remote or agent-based collection techniques. We saw that 120,000 unique log sources were generating events, with approximately 50 unique forms of log data represented.

• **Distributed architecture.** LogRhythm’s distributed collection architecture can collect data close to the source, ensuring efficient and secure forwarding to a central location. (This function was not specifically examined during the review, although we collected data from a variety of devices in our test environment.)

**Volume and Velocity**

To validate the collection capabilities of the LogRhythm analytics platform, we first reviewed the Log Rate Analysis report for the current review period. The “Logs per Second” metric, indicated in Figure 2 with a red arrow, shows a rate of more than 100,000 mps.

![Log Rate Analysis](image)  
*Figure 2. Aggregate Collection of More Than 100,000 mps*
We then drilled down into the individual log sources to verify this rate and the generation of 20,000 mps by a single log source, as shown in Figure 3.

To verify the concurrent number of System Monitor agents, we checked the System Monitor tab of the LogRhythm console, which showed 5,000 agents reporting simultaneously, indicated in Figure 4 by the arrow.
This can also be verified by reviewing the performance statistics shown in Figure 5.

![Figure 5. Performance Statistics Displaying Agent Connections](image)

To verify the collection capability on a single Log Manager, we checked the Performance Monitor. Note in Figure 6 that this Log Manager is collecting more than 20,600 mps.

![Figure 6. Performance Monitor Showing Message Collection Rate](image)

**Variety**

To evaluate the variety of event data and sources for collection, we went to the Log Sources tab, which displayed the total number of sources represented, as shown in Figure 7.

![Figure 7. Log Sources Tab Displaying More Than 120,000 Lab-Generated Sources](image)
Processing

How well a security analytics platform can handle the data it receives is another important factor. When security teams are performing forensic analysis or real-time incident management, they need the most up-to-date data as soon as possible. The aggregation and sifting of log and event fields into a consistent format for analysis can be an extremely resource-intensive process that must execute as quickly as possible.

LogRhythm handles some of these process demands through load balancing. To evaluate the total processing capability of the review architecture and its capability to balance load, we checked the Deployment Monitor interface to see the activity supported by our seven Log Manager appliances, as shown in Figure 8.

![Figure 8. Deployment Monitor Displaying Load Across Log Managers](image)

It was obvious which systems were being used in tandem, as well as the total processing metrics for each platform. Figure 8 shows one appliance processing more than 20,000 mps, and the other six with loads distributed equally.
To see how rapidly LogRhythm could process data and make it available for searching and analysis, we reviewed activity monitors to see when specific events were first seen by the system and then verified when they were processed. An example of this appears in Figure 9, with the system collecting an event at 10:42 p.m. and the event being processed and made available within that same minute.

Figure 9. Comparison of Activity Timestamp with System Time
Persistence

In large, busy environments, the ability to continually collect, store and process event data for future use is also important. In addition to volume, velocity and variety of collection types, the Log Manager (LM) appliance is designed to sustain concurrent read/write operations, so heavy write activity doesn’t degrade the ability to search through large volumes of variety of data types. We observed rapid access to data via search functions, even under a sustained load of 15,000 mps per Log Manager.

To determine the volume and velocity of event data persisting on the system, we reviewed the various Log Manager metrics, including log processing, archiving logs to disk and logs being “flushed” through the system. The metrics for all seven LM appliances appear in Figure 10.

Figure 10. Processing of Data Across Log Managers
Protecting Stored Data

To protect the integrity of this data being collected, LogRhythm cryptographically hashes data when written to disk and verifies the hash during read operations. We ran searches against data with integrity checking in place, and there was no discernable degradation of system performance. To facilitate longer-term storage, LogRhythm archives older data in a highly compressed format.

We reviewed the integrity check tools and capabilities of LogRhythm’s SecondLook Wizard, which allows security analysts to rapidly restore archived logs and data into the platform for forensic review. Figure 11 illustrates of the selections necessary to receive a warning upon detection of possibly compromised data.

Figure 11. Integrity Check on Archive Retrieval
Machine Analytics

The heart of any analytics platform is the complex correlation and analysis of data that has previously been collected and processed. Any event management platform that performs complex analytics should exhibit or possess the following capabilities:

- Each AI Engine can analyze data at very high velocity, and analysis can be distributed across multiple AI Engines in support of horizontal scaling or distributed analysis. We observed that 100 percent of the collected data was processed by the two AI Engine servers in the review deployment.

- To meet the need for real-time throughput, the AI Engine leverages stream-based, in-memory analysis to recognize activity within seconds of collection. We verified that alarms raised by the AI Engine were visible within seconds of the associated data being collected.

Monitoring for sophisticated threats and modeling complex behaviors also requires a holistic view of the environment. The AI Engine’s analytics rules can target the spectrum of collected data across all device types.

We noted that each AI Engine server seems to be very flexible in parsing and interpreting data, enabling broad analysis capabilities. Its data engine supports a variety of analytic techniques from correlation to multidimensional behavioral analysis. Several real-world use cases that demonstrate the analytics capabilities follow.
Our review saw several advanced analytics use cases in action, measuring the system’s capability not only to consume data, but also to perform real-world threat detection and response. All use cases were examined while the system was under continuous load (as described earlier, in “Review Environment”) to demonstrate usability. We found the system was able to accomplish its tasks and provide a responsive experience for the user while handling billions of messages each day. The first use case demonstrates the use of an AI Engine Rule that monitors authentication success activities from accounts that are not approved PCI users.

**Detecting and Blocking Suspicious Users**

For example, the "log observed" rule block uses LogRhythm’s log classification for any authentication success activity against any user not listed among either the software’s administrative users or the PCI users (a list created for this testbed). This demonstrates the system’s capability to learn and then apply that in an adaptive way to dynamic environments through system-generated watch lists. Figure 12 shows the rule as it appears in the AI Engine Rule Wizard, which enables analysts to construct advanced correlation rules.

*Figure 12. AI Rule for Log Classification*
Next, Figure 13 shows the specifics of the rule, where we have set up a SmartResponse action to automatically add any user recognized in the preceding step to a “Suspicious Users” list.

![Figure 13. SmartResponse Actions in AI Rules](image)

In Figure 14, the rule triggers and executes the SmartResponse, adding the user to the “Suspicious Users” list.

![Figure 14. SmartResponse Rule Triggering](image)
Finally, in Figure 15 we see the users that have been added to the “Suspicious Users” List as a result of the rule triggering.

Figure 15. “Suspicious Users”
Behavioral Whitelisting

The next use case demonstrates LogRhythm’s behavioral whitelisting, which enables the system to build a whitelist of objects while in a “learning mode,” and its capability to learn the users authenticating to a system and then identify a new user whose activity is outside our defined baseline. Any new users who fit this profile will be automatically logged out.

Figure 16 shows the AI Engine’s Behavioral Whitelist Rule Block, which uses LogRhythm’s classification to recognize any authentication success activity targeting a specific system.

![Image of AI Behavioral Whitelist Rule Block]

*Figure 16. AI Behavioral Whitelist Rule Block*
Figure 17 shows the SmartResponse, a forcible logoff of any user outside the baseline; as a safeguard, this action is also marked for approval to listed staff, who must approve each forced logoff.

![SmartResponse Action for Logging Off Suspicious Users](image1)

**Figure 17. SmartResponse Action for Logging Off Suspicious Users**

Finally, Figure 18 shows the Alarm List identifying a new user; with a mouse click, the analyst can approve or deny the SmartResponse action of automatically logging off the user.

![Approving/Denying the SmartResponse Action](image2)

**Figure 18. Approving/Denying the SmartResponse Action**
Detecting and Searching for Authentication Violations

The final use case in our exploration of LogRhythm’s advanced analytics shows an AI Engine rule that monitors concurrent authentications from different locations followed by any suspicious activity from the same account. Figure 19 displays the first rule block, observing log activity across the entire deployment and monitoring for authentications of identical users that originate from different city locations within a short amount of time.

![Figure 19. AI Engine Rule for Monitoring Authentication](image)
We set up another AI Engine rule to monitor suspicious activity across a number of security-related classifications. Using LogRhythm’s classifications allows any suspicious activity, regardless of the type of product or vendor, to trigger the second rule block.

Once this was in place, we tested the rule with unusual patterns of authentication, which triggered the alarm shown in Figure 20.

Finally, Figure 21 shows the AI Engine drill-down view that displays all of the activities used to trigger the two AI Engine rule blocks—a combination of the authentication logs and the activities captured by the classifications.
The ability to direct a holistic query against all data is a critical requirement for investigators, auditors and first responders. In our evaluation of LogRhythm, we confirmed the following:

- The seven Log Managers were distributing the message load across the environment, and all seven performed searches during our queries.

- Simple and complex searches under a sustained load of 100,000 mps returned results within in seconds.

- Within seconds of its collection, results data becomes available for searches. This includes its use in large data set analysis, which affects how quickly users can arrive at solutions to complex problems. LogRhythm supports customized large data set analysis with quick filter-and-pivot to move through data efficiently, arriving at decisions quickly.

**Supports Large Data Sets**

We reviewed use cases with large data sets and optimized analysis layouts, aiding users to quickly size up the current environment state and make informed decisions. Using the Investigator Wizard, we performed searches across all seven Log Manager appliances in the testbed, as indicated by the red arrow pointing to the Log Manager instances in Figure 22, a view of the wizard’s repository selection pane.

*Figure 22. Investigation Spread Across Multiple Log Managers*
Rapid Response

We also validated rapid response times during searches by performing a search of all activity related to logins from the Administrator account over the last 90 days, as shown in Figure 23.

![Figure 23. Large, Long-Term Search Results](image)

Daily views of log occurrences appear in the graphs at the top of the screen; in the middle is our filtered data, and at the bottom, another view of occurrences by the hour. We performed the preceding search across all data from the variety of log sources reporting to the system, and it took only seconds to perform.
Then, we tested a more specific search to discover new accounts on any system being monitored. Figure 24 displays the results from searching for all log activity where the event is “Account Added to Group.”

This search was also very fast, with almost no delay at all. At the top of the screen, we see pie charts illustrating the most active account creators and the most affected hosts, and detailed results appear below.

**Large-Scale Investigation**

LogRhythm assigns a Common Event classification to all activity, allowing a search to key on the Common Event assignment, without regard to how different systems or applications may specify this activity in their log syntax. LogRhythm then breaks out the account (in this case, the user added to a group) and the origin login (the user who performed the administrative function) into two different metadata fields. This allows the security analyst to see quickly which account was affected and who was responsible for creating the change.

We configured the investigation window to display the most active accounts, origin logins and the hosts where an account was added to a group. Additional drill-down, filtering and correlation can be performed from the investigation results, and the search is performed across all data at hand, from the variety of log sources reporting to the system.
Finally, we analyzed the tool against large data sets by searching a 339,000-record collection of events for those classified as malware, with the results shown in Figure 25.

In this case, more than one-third of a million records were analyzed in less than 30 seconds. This search leverages user-defined classifications as well as LogRhythm's built-in ones to collect all activity—regardless of the log source type or log syntax—into a category indicating it is security-related and was performed across all data from the variety of log sources reporting to the system.

The layout of the search results is also configurable and supports drill-down, filtering and correlation; such searches can be used as a report and scheduled to run at configurable intervals. Figure 26 displays the reports that correspond to the North American Electric Reliability Corporation Critical Infrastructure Protection (NERC CIP) compliance standard and which reports map to specific controls.

Ease of use has always been a strength of LogRhythm's products, and that continues to be the case, based on our experience in this review. Functions were easy to find and define, advanced searches were easy to create and monitor, and the performance metrics in which we were interested were easy to locate within the platform's console.
As log management and SIEM platforms have evolved to better address the advanced nature of today’s threats, it’s become clear that collecting and correlating increasing amounts of data are essential to better monitoring and detection.

However, this “big data” analysis can come at the price of big performance hits. When trying to perform advanced, longer-term queries against high volumes of data from many sources, traditionally architected SIEM platforms will experience significant performance impacts. Poor performance and slow response are unacceptable during incidents where minutes (and sometimes, seconds) count. Therefore, it’s important to examine the performance, as well as the features, of such tools.

In this review, we found that LogRhythm’s security analytics platform performs as advertised and scales to meet the demands of extremely large and complex enterprise environments. We examined numerous use cases for both performance and capabilities. Our testbed demonstrated LogRhythm’s holistic approach to improving the performance and scalability of security analytics platforms. This approach incorporates the traditional areas of consideration, such as collection and processing speeds, while adding persistence, real-time analytics and search categories that reflect the increasingly sophisticated nature of today’s IT environments.

Conclusion
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